
Change log for ebXML Registry Servces (RS),  2nd Review 
 
1. Changes made throughout the document 
 

1. Changed header to ‘March 2001’ 
2. Changed format of participants to ‘name, organization’ 
3. Changed Section 2, Participant text to read: ebXML Registry Services, 

v.089 was developed by the ebXML Registry Project Team.  At the time 
this specification was approved, the membership of the ebXML Registry 
Project Team was as follows: 

4. Changed title page to reflect document template. 
5. Changed copyright statement to reflect document template. 
6. Removed section numbers from the Reference, Disclaimer and Contact 

sections.  The document template does not address Appendices.  
Therefore common practice was used. 

7. Add statement to Section 3.2 Conventions:  Capitalized Italics words are 
defined in the ebXML Glossary. 

8. Updated the Related Documents Section (3.4) to reflect correct document 
names and current version numbers.  Removed document descriptions. 

9.  Changed naming conventions for referencing ebXML documents to 
suggestions in Tim McGrath email of April 3, 2001 (to ebxml-stc). 

10. Changed relevant words defined in ebXML Glossary to Capital italics. 
 
2. Change Log by Line 
 
Line Description 
264 and 
Ref 
Section 

Reference section – removed references to the ebXML Registry 
Business Domain Model Document. This document was never 
officially approved 

330, 331 The word partnership is changed to trading relationship. 
 

351, 360 Added a reference to the appropriate Appendices. 
 

749 Removed it is after As such. 
757 Changed [8.1] to reference Section 8.1 to be consistent with the 

document. 
746 the words shall and may changed to SHALL and MAY 
747 the word must changed to SHALL. 

 
844 the word below changed to in Section 8.2.1. 

 
2724 objectType added to RegistryEntryAttributes to sync with Information 

Model 
2752 objectType deleted from ExtrinsicObject to sync with Information 

Model 
3355- Added periods to end of sentences in list. 



3369  
3826 Added period to end of sentence. 
3355-
3369 

Aligned text with left margin. 

4001-
4007 

Aligned text with left margin. 

4028 Added reference to RFC 2119. 
 

Disagree 
with 
comment 

DISAGREE – The term bootstrapping is a common IT term and does 
not require a definition. 
 

411 Line 411 – Changed because to since 
414 Line 414 – Changed to registry to to the registry. 
415 Changed email address to an email address. 

 
425 Added a paragraph to explain Figure 2. 

 
443 Sentence added pointing to [RIM] for the semantic meanings of 

approves, association, classify, and slot. 
 

483 Removed the phrase in the current version of and reworded for 
clarity. 
 

500 Removed period after details. 
 

519 Changed arbitrary objects to objects of any object type. 
 

526 Italicized universally unique id to show that it is a glossary term. 
 

558 changed SubmitObjectRequest to SubmitObjectsRequest. 
 

702 changed add to remove. 
 

773-775 The phrase as described below is replaced by the sentence Sections 
8.1.1, 8.1.2 and 8.1.3 describe the protocols. 
 

817 Font changed on Figure 14 caption to be consistent with other Figure 
captions. 
 

2339 Changed xpath to XPATH. 
 

2397 Removed extra space. 
2415 Added missing ) in the syntax statement. 
2426 Added missing ) in the syntax statement. 

 
2427 Added missing ) in the syntax statement. 



 
4001 Placed reference to RFC 2130 before RFC 2277. 

 
2482 Removed path after XPATH ****This line is moved to the appendix. 
2598 Changed font of Figure 17 caption to be consistent with other Figure 

caption fonts. 
 

314 Changed A third party such as... starndards group can submit to  A 
third party, such as... standards group submits. 
 

419 Changed can submit to submits. 
 

350 Changed ebXML Registy to ebXML Registry. 
 

351 Changed An implementation claims conformance to this specification 
if it meets to  An implementation conforms to this specification as an 
ebXML Registry if it meets.… 
 

347 Added the following paragraph to further explain conformance as a 
Registry, conformance as a Registry Client, and conformance as 
both: An implementation is a conforming ebXML Registry if the 
implementation meets the conditions in Section 5.4.1.  An 
implementation is a conforming ebXML Registry Client if the 
implementation meets the conditions in Section 5.4.2.  An 
implementation is a conforming ebXML Registry and a conforming 
ebXML Registry Client if the implementation conforms to the 
conditions of Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2.  An implementation 
shall be a conforming ebXML Registry, a conforming ebXML Registry 
Client, or a conforming ebXML Registry and Registry Client. 
 

361 Changed claims conformance to this specification, as an...to 
conforms to this specification as an... 
 

373 Changed web based thin client application to web based "thin client" 
application. 
 

375 Changed the internet and local to the to the internet and are local to 
the. 
 

377 Changed using a fat client Registry to using a "fat client" Registry. 
 

379 Changed are local to the Registry from the user's perspective to are 
local to the Registry from the user’s view. 
 

399 Changed As such, these Registry specific to Thus, these Registry-
specific. 



 
402 Changed ebXML defines that... [CPA] must exist to ebXML requires 

that... [CPA] exist. 
 

408 Changed Registry specific to Registry-specific. 
 

412 Changed Transport specific to transport-specific. 
 

414 Changed a URL to Registry to a URL to the Registry. 
 

416 Changed the communication used by... HTTP then to  the 
communication protocol used by... HTTP, then. 
 

428 Changed The ebXML Registry is shown to implement the following to 
The ebXML Registry implements the following. 
 

433 Changed discover service specific to discover service-specific. 
442 Changed object, classify and associate object and to object, to 

classify and associate object, and. 
 

443 Changed (in submitObjects) possibly metadata related to object such 
as to possibly related metadata such as. 
 

452 Changed Registry client is shown to implement the following to 
Registry client implements the following. 
 

457 Changed discover service specific to discover service-specific. 
 

487-494 Changed Registry Entry to Repository Item. 
 

490 Removed a repository item. 
499 Changed XML DTD elements to XML elements. 

 
500 Changed (See Appendix A.2 for details.) are defined that 

encapsulates to (see Appendix A.2 for details) encapsulate. 
 

501 Changed [RIM] as attributes of the DTD elements to [RIM] as XML 
attributes. 
 

504 Changed more repository items in the to more repository items to the. 
 

511 Changed message includes 1 or more SubmittedObject elements to 
includes a RegistrEntryList element. 
 

553-536 Removed the indentation of the paragraph 
545 Changed uuid URN in which to uuid URN, in which. 



 
546-547 Removed the line feed after within the registry.  

 
558 Changed SubmitObjectRequest to SubmitObjectsRequest. 

 
383 Changed such as an to such as a. 

 
450 Changed the description of (about getContent() and 

getContentAsync()) to reflect that the calls are returning the content of 
a Repository Item. 
 

398-403 The following text has been added to address the issue of ebXML 
distributed registries: Future versions of this specification may provide 
additional services to explicitly extend the Registry architecture to 
support distributed registries.  However this current version of the 
specification does not preclude ebXML Registries from cooperating 
with each other to share information, nor does it preclude owners of 
ebXML Registries from registering their ebXML registries with other 
registry systems, catalogs, or directories.  
 

 


